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A snapshot of the TTF

There is no doubt that climate change is the defining factor in all our
futures. International trade in wood products, and the sustainable growth and
legal harvesting which underpin it, are a key part of our low-carbon future.
In the UK, members of the Timber Trade Federation are at the forefront of
supporting legal and sustainable forestry worldwide: forestry which spreads
economic and planetary benefits across our industry’s supply chains.

TTF members comprise timber importers, traders and agents,
timber merchants and major builders’ merchants around the
country. Our membership covers two-thirds of the £10
billion value of the combined timber supply chain in
Britain. Key products include softwoods, panel products
(sheet materials), hardwoods, and finished products ranging
from cladding to decking, flooring to decorative surfaces.

In Britain, almost all the timber used in construction, furniture, industry and
energy production comes from forests in the northern hemisphere. The
majority of that timber comes from northern European countries, where
sustainable forest management certification, under both the Forest Stewardship
Council® and the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification™,
have been independently monitoring forests and wood processing supply
chains for well over 20 years.

Trade association membership fluctuates each year with
economic conditions. The data presented in this report
is for the RPP year 2016-17. It is thus more difficult to
make direct comparisons from year to year, though trends
are discernible.

Hardwoods are a very small part of the purchases made by TTF members.
The majority of hardwoods traded or used by members are purchased outside
the UK. All TTF member purchases are governed by our Responsible Purchasing Policy (RPP), an independently-assessed
due diligence process, facilitating continuous improvement and aiming to remove the risk of illegally-harvested timber
entering members’ supply chains. Compliance with the RPP has been a mandatory element of TTF membership for over a
decade and can be publicly checked via the TTF website.
Under the RPP system, the TTF supplies a set of tools, and enables both audit and enforcement as necessary. All TTF members
are required to have a dedicated person in charge of due diligence. They must submit Annual RPP Returns, detailing the
products they have purchased, and any risks identified and mitigated, in line with the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR).
Our members are at the cutting edge of maintaining the climate benefits of growing and using sustainable timber. Look for
a TTF member when buying timber and wood products: you’ll know you are buying ‘Timber you can Trust’.

FORESTS FOREVER
The governance structure of the Timber Trade Federation comprises
individual product divisions and a sustainability and compliance
division – Forests Forever – which come together as equal partners
in our Governing Board. Forests Forever sets both pace and
conduct on sustainability for our membership.

East Bros Timber
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SCA Wood

Forests Forever meetings are held twice a year. Topics discussed
are wide-ranging, from updates to TTF’s Responsible Purchasing
Policy and reports from NGOs to elements such as packaging waste,
carbon footprint, life cycle analysis and natural capital. Actions
emanating from these meetings may range from training needs
identification to research, communications and outreach. The
continuing development of the RPP, to encompass new issues and
wider environmental concerns beyond traceable and legal sourcing,
is also central to Forests Forever meetings.

BSW Timber

Purchasing breakdown by
product type

PURCHASING BREAKDOWN
BY PRODUCT TYPE 2016
Other,
13%

Softwood purchases accounted for 40% of TTF member
purchases in 2016-17. Panel products accounted for 38%
and hardwoods purchased accounted for just 2.4% of
member purchases. Other products, which range from worktops
and engineered wood products to fencing, flooring and decking,
accounted for 20% of purchases. These proportions are
roughly in line with the previous reporting year.

Traders and Operators
The data in this report was assembled at a time when
timber trading in Britain, as an EU member, was governed by
the EU Timber Regulation (EUTR). Under this system, most
purchases made by TTF members were from EU countries.
The majority of TTF members were thus counted as Traders,
trading in goods already placed on the EU single market. This
accounted for 87% by volume of all TTF member purchases
in the reporting period.
Purchases by Traders in the period were dominated by
softwoods, followed by panel products.
Hardwoods
accounted for only 1.4% of all TTF Trader member purchases.
Some of our members were, at the time, counted as
Operators under EUTR, placing global timber products on
the EU Single Market for the first time, accounting for 13%
of the total by volume. Amongst these Operator (non-EU)
purchases, 73% were of panel products and 9.8% were global
hardwoods from both northern and southern hemispheres.
This report is backward-looking, but in the event of a
‘No Deal’ Brexit, TTF members buying from EU countries
would become Operators, and thus subject to additional
due diligence requirements. Any future reporting data would
therefore reflect any change.
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PURCHASING BREAKDOWN
BY PRODUCT TYPE 2017
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THE RPP PROCESS

THE RESPONSIBLE PURCHASING
POLICY SYSTEM

There are five stages in the RPP framework, as detailed below.

It is a mandatory requirement for all TTF members to report annually on their
product purchasing data under the Federation’s Responsible Purchasing Policy
(RPP). This includes data on timber species, country of origin, and certification
status, amongst other parameters. Reporting requirements differ depending
on the member’s place within the supply chain, as defined by the UK’s Timber
and Timber Products (Placing on the Market) Regulations 2013. Operators’
are also required to submit their due diligence and risk mitigation actions to
independent audit.

STEP 1: GATHERING INFORMATION
• Tracing the supply chain for the timber product from its origins
• Tracking and verifying the certification claims through the supply chain

STEP 2: RISK ASSESSMENT

Enacting ‘due diligence’

The depth of risk assessment varies according to the TTF member’s position in the
supply chain as a Trader or Operator. However, the onus is on each member to assess
their supply chain adequately. Questions typical of risk assessment processes include:

As part of adherence to the TTF’s RPP system, TTF Trader members
(under EUTR) are required to understand and document relevant
elements of their supply chain. TTF members with Operator status during the
reporting year 2016-17 also detailed their risk assessment and mitigation
measures, prior to independent audit. Under EUTR, Operators are required
to ensure ‘negligible risk’ of illegal timber entering their supply chains.

• Are claims of certification or of verified legal harvesting under third-party
schemes current and valid?
• What are the risks associated with the product at species level, country level
and/or throughout the supply chain?

As part of continuous development of the RPP in response to market research,
from 1st January 2018, TTF members trading in plywoods from high risk
countries have also been required to gather information and make
additional checks on the timber species used for both face and core material
in plywoods, and to verify the glue bonds used in manufacture.

• Are there any recent NGO reports on incidences of illegal logging in the
supplying country?

STEP 3: RISK MITIGATION

Donaldsons Timber

Complex supply chains can be involved in many types of wood products, from
engineered timbers and flooring to sheet materials and plywoods. As previously
detailed, TTF members must understand and document their purchasing supply
chains, and make an annual report under the RPP. Risk mitigation strategies used
by those TTF members counted as Operators under EUTR in the reporting period
may additionally include:

Field Visits

• Scientific testing to confirm species and harvest origins

As part of the due diligence of our Operator members, many choose to
undertake field visits to forests and factories in producer countries. The
RPP Toolkits for members give guidance on conducting field visits as a
mitigation measure under the EU Timber Regulation. Examples of the
detailed investigations undertaken by some of our members have included
checking on the location of harvested hardwood tree stumps using
satellite-linked monitoring; visiting factories to examine Critical Control
Points (CCPs) for transfer of custody in the supply chain; consultation with
forest monitors, and checking traceability of logs from forest concessions
to the production line.

• Field-based supply chain assessment & audits
• Stakeholder consultation

STEP 4: REPORTING & PRESENTING
The RPP Toolkit provides templates enabling members to report in detail on their
products and supply chains, as appropriate to their position as Traders and Operators
under EUTR. The Toolkit is continuously adapted to take account of new and emerging
issues, so that TTF members can remain at the forefront of sustainable sourcing.
Annual returns must be made by all members on their products and supply chains.

STEP 5: INDEPENDENT AUDIT & ENFORCEMENT
Timbmet

Gilmour & Aitken

Södra Wood
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In the 2016-17 reporting cycle, TTF’s independent Audit Partner was Soil Association
Certification. Audit reports are issued covering assessment criteria, observations made,
and any issues or recommendations. If needed, a timeline for corrective action is
implemented. Failure to show improvement within the timeline leads to removal
from TTF membership.
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TRENDS IN SOURCING 2016-17

MEMBERS’ USE OF CERTIFICATION

The main categories within the RPP date for the reporting year 2016-17 are Softwoods, Panel Products (which
combined make up the vast majority of purchases), hardwoods, and ‘Other products’, which covers decking,
fencing, doors & windows, flooring, worktops and engineered wood products as well as log imports.

Members of the Timber Trade Federation have been, and
remain, at the forefront of utilising sustainable timber
certification schemes such as the Forest Stewardship
Council® (FSC) and the Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification Schemes (PEFC™). Use of both
schemes remained high throughout the reporting period,
and has increased steadily over the years.

Softwoods
Imports from European Union countries account for nearly all softwood
brought into the UK. The top four countries supplying the UK in the
reporting period were, in order of volume, Sweden, Latvia, Finland
and Ireland. Softwood imports from non-EU countries, for example
Russia, Canada, the USA and Norway, accounted for less than 1%
of total softwood imports. In terms of sourcing, some 60% of
softwood used in the UK is imported. British-grown timber accounts
for 40% of the softwood used in the UK. TTF members include both
timber product manufacturers using majority British-grown timber,
and British forest-owning companies.

BSW Timber

Marley

Hardwoods
For many people, hardwoods immediately bring to mind tropical
forests, yet the USA was the primary source of non-EU hardwoods
by volume for the UK market in the reporting period. Two of the
African countries progressing towards Voluntary Partnership
Agreements with the EU under FLEGT development, Cameroon
and the Republic of Congo, supplied 8% and 7% respectively of
hardwood imports. Malaysia and Canada were also notable suppliers.

Panel Products

Setra

WL West

Other products
Meyer Timber

Reducing Plywood risks
Over 50% of tropical plywood imports to the UK come from China. Research by the UK Competent Authority and the
TTF between 2015-17 revealed a high level of mis-match on both the glue bonds and species content listed in Chinese
plywood product descriptions and product Declarations of Performance (DoPs). Taking the lead on sustainable sourcing
and accurate product descriptions, so vital to the safety of builders using plywoods, TTF members ratified and adopted a
mandatory audit procedure as part of the TTF Code of Conduct, intended to minimise supply chain and reputational risks
by verifying product and species labelling and corresponding paperwork. Such continuous development of the RPP is
essential to providing the industry’s customers with ‘Timber you can Trust’.
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However, alternatives do exist. Other legality verification
schemes are operated by independent auditing bodies,
for example BV DDS, BV OLB, NepCon, and Legal
Source. TTF Operator members may include checks on
timber claiming adherence to one or more of these legality
verification schemes as part of their due diligence.
See ‘Useful Resources’ on the back page of this leaflet.
Finally, a number of tropical timber-producing countries
have either signed Voluntary Partnership Agreements
(VPAs) with the EU, such as Ghana, the Republic of
Congo, Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Liberia
and Vietnam, or have achieved FLEGT licensing, such as
Indonesia. FLEGT licences show that timber has
been produced legally and achieves a ‘green lane’ into
EU markets.

Metsä Wood

Whilst some panel products are made in the UK, the majority of
those traded by TTF members are mainly manufactured outside
the EU. Producer countries, in order of volume, are China,
Brazil, Ireland, Finland, Malaysia and Russia. See box for further
information on the TTF’s campaign to reduce risks associated
with sourcing Chinese plywood.

In 2017, global supply of ‘other’ products into the UK, as previously
outlined, was led by Ireland, followed by Sweden, Indonesia, Germany
and China. Indonesia is one of the sourcing success stories: read
more opposite about Indonesia and its achievements under FLEGT.

FSC® and PEFC™ certification is more prevalent in
certain areas of the world than others. In Europe, the main
softwood producing area, it is very common. Thus, 96%
of all imported softwood is covered by certification.
In tropical timber producing countries, less than 7% of
forests are certified to either FSC® or PEFC™ systems.

INDONESIA – A SUCCESS STORY
It is a little-known fact that the European Timber
Regulation, already enshrined in UK law, is only one part
of a much wider approach to procuring legal timber.
The FLEGT process – which stands for Forest Law
Enforcement, Governance and Trade – is an EU-driven
mechanism for helping countries exporting tropical timbers
to meet European standards on legal harvesting, and the
sustainable re-growth of the forest resource in producer
countries. The mechanism also aims to ensure that the
economic benefits of trade in legal and sustainable timber
are returned to the relevant people in producer countries.
Under FLEGT, the EU has been working with a number of
hardwood producer countries at national level to ensure
that their producers are harvesting timber legally, growing
it sustainably, and are also reaping economic benefits from
their efforts. This is achieved by an independent producer
licensing system, operated within the country concerned,
agreed with and monitored by the EU. The process starts
with a Voluntary Partnership Agreement (VPA). Producer
countries then put in place a Timber Legality Assurance
Scheme which satisfies the demands of EUTR on legally
and sustainably sourced timber entering Europe.

EU FLEGT & REDD Facility

EU FLEGT & REDD Facility

Indonesia became the first country to achieve FLEGT
licensing status during 2016. In January 2017 the first
shipment of Indonesian hardwood plywood with a FLEGT
licence arrived in the UK. Indonesia has seen a 40% drop
in deforestation in recent years.
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USEFUL RESOURCES ON SUSTAINABLE TIMBER
TIMBER
CERTIFICATION
& LICENSING
SCHEMES
TIMBER
SPECIES
CHECKLISTS

GOVERNANCE
& LAWS

ADDITIONAL
NGO
RESOURCES

Forest Stewardship Council

fsc.org

Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification Schemes

pefc.org

EU FLEGT Licencing & VPAs

euflegt.efi.int

IUCN Red List
CITES species list

iucnredlist.org
speciesplus.net

Note: both the United Nations and the European Union maintain lists
of sanctions which can be checked via their respective websites.

Transparency International

transparency.org

World Bank Governance Indicators

worldbank.org

World Resources Institute
Forest Legality Initiative

forestlegality.org

Client Earth database of global forest laws

logbook.clientearth.org

European Timber Trade Federation legality portal

timbertradeportal.com

Global Forest Registry
Nepcon Sourcing Hub
Open Timber Portal
Wood for Good timber lifecycle database

illegal-logging.info
nepcon.org
opentimberportal.org
woodforgood.com

Note: this list is by no means exhaustive; many national and international NGOs
have their own timber sourcing campaigns, which can be found online.

YOUR TIMBER TRADE FEDERATION MEMBER
TTF members and their compliance with the RPP
can be found online via ttf.co.uk.
Your TTF supplier member is:

Produced by the Timber Trade Federation
The Building Centre
26 Store Street
London WC1E 7BT
Telephone: 020 3205 0067
Email: ttf@ttf.co.uk

www.ttf.co.uk
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